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The spectral radiometer is used to measure the radiation power density

of the light source, i.e. the radiation power per unit area, w / m2 (w

The product adopts imported high-quality sensor and high-precision

processor to ensure accurate and rapid measurement of radiation intensity.

With the corresponding light source, it can also measure the transmittance

and barrier rate of the material to light, and can also measure the ambient

temperature.

application area

Measurement and optical experiment of solar radiation intensity in each

band

Measurement of transmittance and barrier of materials to light

Industry, agriculture, construction, environment, medical treatment,

scientific research and other fields

Product advantages

1. Large measuring range and high precision;

2. Automatic range switching

3. The maximum value can be measured;

4. The transmittance and barrier ratio can be measured

5. Bilingual menu in Chinese and English 6. Large display screen

7. With temperature test function 8. Can save 100 groups of test data
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Technical parameter
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Operating instructions

Key function
OK：Press this key to turn on the machine, press and hold it for 3 seconds

to turn off the machine. Under the menu, there is the confirm key

M ：MODE Mode switch + direction key: up

R ：REC Saved data query + direction key: next

S ：SET Enter menu + exit + direction key: left

H ：HOLD Lock data and unlock + delete data in query interface + direction

key: right

Menu and settings

S--Enter menu + return M--Move up R--Move down OK--confirm

1. Units: optional units uW/c ㎡、mW/c ㎡、W/㎡、Btu

uW/c ㎡: Micro watt per square centimeter

mW/c ㎡: Milliwatts per square centimeter

W/㎡ : Watts per square meter

Btu : British thermal unit

Conversion: 1W/㎡ = 1000mW/10000c ㎡ = 0.1mW/c ㎡ = 100uW/c ㎡
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2. Mode 1: select display content P - power only ℃ - temperature only

p + ℃ - power and temperature

3. Mode 2: transmittance B / A, barrier ratio (a-b) / A, difference b-a

4. Automatic shutdown: "yes" -- automatic shutdown without operation for

3 minutes; "no" - no automatic shutdown

5. Return to zero: when the probe does not receive light, the data before

decimal point is not zero, use this function to clear. Select "yes"

to press and hold the OK key, and it will automatically exit after

returning to zero.

Note: only operate when the probe does not receive light, otherwise

the measurement result will not be accurate after returning to zero!

It needs to be reset to zero again
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6. Language：Select Chinese - Chinese, English - English, default:

Chinese

7. Restore factory settings: restore the instrument parameters to the

factory settings

Irradiance and temperature measurement

1. Press the OK key to start the machine and wait for the power on

self-test to finish. Mode 1 - radiation intensity measurement mode is

entered by default

2. Open the dust cover on the external probe, align the front probe window

of the power meter with the radiation source, and read the data. As

shown in the figure: irradiation intensity: 150.8 UW / C m2, ambient

temperature: 25.6 ℃

3. Press h key to display the maximum value of pH at the bottom of the
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screen. Press OK to save the data and release the lock. The saved data can

be read by pressing the R key in mode 1, and turning the page by pressing

the up and down direction keys. In the data query interface, press the OK

key to exit the query; press the H key to enter the delete current data

menu, and then press the up and down direction keys and OK keys to select

the required operation; press the s key to enter the deletion of all data.

4. Note: the instrument display "---" means that a larger unit needs to

be replaced. When the intensity or temperature is not displayed, check

whether the corresponding display is turned off in the menu. The

distance and angle between the probe and the light source should be

kept unchanged for each measurement, so that the measured data will

be consistent.

Transmittance, barrier and difference

1. Aim the probe of the instrument at the light source and fix it. During

the measurement process, ensure that the distance and angle between

the two do not change. After the light source is stable, start the test

2. Press the M key to switch to mode 2, and the screen will display two

irradiation values and a percentage: a total irradiation value, and

B radiation value passing through the material after being covered by

the material. When a flickers, both a and B display the current

irradiation value A= B

3. Press the OK key to lock a, and then B starts to flash (at this time,

if you need to re measure the total irradiation value, then press OK

to unlock a), place the material to be measured between the light source
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and the probe of the instrument, and stick it to the probe. At this time,

B displays the radiation value through, and the instrument automatically

calculates the transmittance = B / A

4. Press the H key to lock the data, press the OK key to save the data

and release the lock of B. if it is not necessary to save, press the

H key to unlock B

5. The saved data can be read by pressing R key in mode 2, and the specific

operation is the same as that in mode 1

6. When it is necessary to measure the barrier ratio: menu mode 2 barrier

ratio

7. It is necessary to compare two radiation value differences: menu mode

2 difference value

matters needing attention

1. Please take out the battery when it is not used for a long time!

2. Please cover the dust cover or put it in the packing box to avoid light!

3. Avoid high temperature, do not exceed 60 ℃ for a long time, otherwise

the instrument will be damaged!
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Hook use

The hook of lh-126c is only used to measure and lift the sterilization

lamp tube of UV lamp, and other measurement scenarios are not used
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